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Abstract. Let X C 2°> and TuX be the Cantor tree over X . We show that

Q(ru^) is a Baire space if and only if X is a y-set. We obtain from this

result consistent examples of spaces Y and Z such that Ck{Y) and Ck{Z)

are Baire spaces but Ck{Y) x Ck{Z) is not a Baire space. It also follows that

there are consistent examples of locally compact nonparacompact spaces Y

such that Ck{Y) is Baire but not weakly a-favorable.

1. Introduction

This paper will show that the Cantor tree and the y-property are useful in

providing insight on the Baire property of function spaces with the compact-

open topology. Specifically, we consider function spaces on the Cantor tree. All

spaces under consideration are Tychonoff, and our notation and terminology,

if not defined, can be found in [8, 17].

Definition 1.1. Let Y be a space, A c Y, and [/CR. Denote the set of
all continuous real-valued functions on Y by C(Y), and let [A, U] = {/ £

C(Y):f(A)CU}.
The collection C(Y) can be endowed with the pointwise convergence topol-

ogy and the compact-open topology. The former topology is generated by the
subbase

{[A, U]: A c Y is finite and U c R is an open interval},

and C(Y) with this topology is denoted by CP(Y). The latter topology is
generated by the subbase

{[A, U]: A C 7 is compact and U C R is an open interval},

and C(Y) with this topology is denoted by Ck(Y).
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In [ 13] the Baire property of CP(Y) is characterized in terms of some topolog-

ical property of the domain space Y. Because this property of Y is preserved

under free unions, it follows that the Baire property of CP(Y) is productive,

i-e-> ELes Cp(Xa) is a Baire space if Cp(Xa) is a Baire space for each a in

S. In this paper, we will show that it is consistent with the usual (ZFC) axioms

of set theory that there are Baire function spaces Ck(Y) and Ck(X) such that

Ck(X) x Ck(Y) is not Baire. We do not know if such examples exist in ZFC

without using extra axioms.

Remark. The function space Ck(Y) is a topological vector space (with the

pointwise addition of functions and the pointwise scaler multiplication of func-

tions) and is also a topological group (with the pointwise addition). In [15]

van Mill and Pol obtained Baire subspaces of some topological vector spaces

(topological groups) with non-Baire product. Their construction was based on

the direct construction of two Baire spaces with non-Baire product by Fleissner

and Kunen [1].
While we do not know of a characterization for the Baire property of Ck(Y)

in terms of a property on Y, we can piece together, from [6, 11], a characteri-

zation for a stronger completeness property of Ck(Y), namely, the property of

being weakly a-favorable (see §2). We have the following theorem (see §2 for

the proof).

Theorem 1.2. For any locally compact space Y, Ck(Y) is weakly a-favorable if

and only if Y is paracompact.

We will provide, under a certain set-theoretic hypothesis, a locally compact

nonparacompact space Y such that Ck(Y) is Baire. Furthermore, one such Y

is normal and another such Y is not normal. Thus, for locally compact spaces

Y, the Baire property of Ck(Y) is consistently weaker than that of being weakly
a-favorable.

Remark. The fact that the Baire property of Ck(Y) is weaker than that of

being weakly a-favorable is known for general spaces Y. Let Y = co U {q} ,

where co is the space of all natural numbers and q £ fico, and Y has the

topology inherited from Bco, the Stone-Cech compactification of co. It was

shown in [10, 13] that CP(Y) is a Baire space but not weakly a-favorable. It

is true that for any space Z , if CP(Z) is Baire, then Ck(Z) = CP(Z). Thus,
Ck(Y) - CP(Y) is Baire but not weakly a-favorable. Note that Y - coU{q} is

not locally compact.

The domain spaces Y of our examples of Ck(Y) are subsets of the Cantor

tree. As before, co is the set of all natural numbers, and we identify a natural

number n with the set {k £ co: k < n}. We further identify 2W (2") with the

set of all functions from co (n) to 2 = {0, 1} . We use the fact that C = 2W ,
as a product space, is the Cantor set. Let T - \\n<w 2" .

Definition 1.3. The Cantor tree is the set TuC with elements of T considered

isolated and points in C having basic open sets of the form

[x\n, x] = {x\j: j £ co and j > n}u {x}

where n < co, x £ C, and the symbol " |" in x\n is our symbol for the

restriction of functions. We will refer to the set [x\n, x] as the branch for x

below the «th level in the Cantor tree.
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We consider subsets of the Cantor tree of the form T U A where A C C.

Note that TU A is a locally compact space. Our main result is that Ck(T\JX)

is a Baire space if and only if A is a y-set. We will use uncountable y-sets
(one can be of cardinality continuum) under Martin's axiom (MA) [3]. Every

y-set is of strong measure zero [3, 4]. Hence, in Laver's model [9] for the Borel

conjecture there are no uncountable y-sets. There are also two subsets of the

real line that are y-sets, in some models of set theory, whose union is not a

y-set. This was proved by Todorcevic (quoted in [2, 3]). We will appeal to

these models to obtain our examples.

Remark. There is an interesting connection between Ck(T U A) and CP(X).

In [5] Gerlits proved that CP(X) is a Frechet-Urysohn space (also a A>space)

if and only if A has the y-property. Thus, Ck(T\JX) is a Baire space if and

only if A is a y-set if and only if CP(X) is a Frechet-Urysohn space.

2. Background results and related definitions

Definition 2.1. Let Y be a space and stf be a collection of nonempty compact

subsets of Y . The collection sf is a moving-off collection for Y means that,

for each compact subset K of Y, there is some A £ s/ such that A n K = 0 .
A collection of subsets of Y, 38 , has a discrete open expansion means that for

each B £38 there is an open set 0(B) 2 B such that {0(B): B £ 38} is a
discrete family in Y. The space Y has the moving off property (MOP) means

that each moving-off collection for Y has an infinite subcollection that has a

discrete open expansion.

In [12, Corollary 5.3.6] the following theorem was proved.

Theorem 2.2. If Ck(Y) is a Baire space, then Y has the MOP.

The Baire property has a game characterization, and the game can be used to

define the property of being weakly a-favorable mentioned in § 1. Two players,

the empty set (E) and the nonempty set (NE), play the Banach-Mazur game
on the space Y, denoted by BM(7). To start off, E chooses a nonempty

open subset of Y, Uo, and NE chooses a nonempty open subset Ko c [/0.

At the nth move (n > 0), E chooses a nonempty open set Un Q Vn_x and

NE chooses a nonempty open set V„ C U„ . The player NE wins if and only if

f)n<w V„ ̂  0 ; otherwise, player E wins.

Remark. It is known [7] that Y is a Baire space if anad only if the player E

has no winning strategy in the game BM(Y). If we modify the game by letting

NE make the first move, then it is true [7] that Y is of second category if and

only if E has no winning strategy in the modified game BM(y).

A weakly a-favorable space is one in which the nonempty player NE has

a winning strategy in the Banach-Mazur game on that space. We now prove

Theorem 1.2.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. («=) In [12] it was shown that Y is a locally compact

paracompact space implies that Ck(Y) is a Baire space. In fact, the same

argument shows that Ck(Y) is weakly a-favorable since Ck(Y) was shown to

be homeomorphic to a product of completely metrizable spaces. Note that any

complete metric space is weakly a-favorable (the player NE chooses his/her
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open sets with diameters going to zero) and a product of weakly a-favorable

spaces is weakly a-favorable [16].

(=>) In [11] McCoy and Ntantu showed that Ck(Y) is weakly a-favorable

implies that player II has a winning strategy in the game TX(Y), which is defined

as follows (the game is played by two players, I and II):

To start off, player I chooses a compact subset Ao of Y and player II chooses

a compact subset Bo of Y. At the «th stage (n > 0), player I chooses a

compact subset A„ of Y such that A„ n (Bo U ••• U B„-X) = 0 and player II
chooses a compact subset B„ of Y. Player II wins if and only if {An: n < co}

is a discrete family in Y; otherwise, player I wins.

In [6] Gruenhage showed that for a locally compact space Y, Y is para-

compact if and only if K has a winning strategy in the game G*(Y), which is

played by two players K and L and is defined as follows:

At the «th play, K chooses a compact subset K„ of Y, and L chooses

a compact subset Ln of Y such that Ln n Kn = 0. K wins if and only if

{L„: n < co} is a locally finite family in Y . We claim the following:

Claim. For a locally compact space Y, player II has a winning strategy in the

game TX(Y) implies K has a winning strategy in the game G*(Y).

Proof of Claim. Let cr be a winning strategy for player II. We define a winning

strategy x for player K. Let K0 = 0 be K 's first move, and let L0 be L 's

response to Ao . We identify Lo with player I's first move in the game TX(Y).

Define t(Lo) = Kx to be o(Lq) .
Suppose the game G*(Y) has been played up to the (n - l)th play (n >

I): Ko, Lo, ... , A„_i, L„_] . We identify Lo, ... , L„_i with moves made
by player I in the game TX(Y). Define x(Lq, ... , L„_x) = Kn to be

<t(L0, ... , L„_]) u A„_!. Since the sequence

Lo, o(Lo), ... , L„_i, cr(Lo, ... , L„_i), ...

is a play of the game TX(Y), we have {L„: n < co} as a discrete family. Thus,

the sequence K0, L0, Kx, Lx, ... , K„, Ln, ... , where K„ = o(L0, ... , L„_i)
U A„_i for each n , is a winning play for player K . Hence, x is a winning

strategy for K.

To finish the proof of the theorem, let Y be locally compact such that Ck(Y)

is weakly a-favorable. By McCoy and Ntantu's theorem, player II has a winning

strategy in the game TX(Y). By the Claim player K has a winning strategy in

the game G*(Y). By Gruenhage's theorem Y is paracompact.

3. The y-PROPERTY and related definitions

Definition 3.1. Lets/ be a collection of subsets of the space Y. The collection

sf is an <y-cover of Y means that every finite subset of Y is a subset of some

member of sf . A proper <y-cover of Y is one that does not contain Y. The

space Y has the y-property means that for every proper open co-cover s/ of

Y, there is an infinite 38 C s/ such that each point of Y belongs to all but

finitely many sets in 38. We call 38 an eventual cover of Y or an eventual

subcover of s/ . A subset of the real line is a y-set if it has the y-property.

Definition 3.2. A space Y has the y'-property means that for each sequence of

open w-covers of Y, {sfn}n<(0, we can choose 0„ £ sfn for each n such that
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the collection {On: n < co} is an eventual cover of Y. A subset of the real line

is a y'-set if it has the y'-property.

Remark. If all finite powers of Y are Lindelof, then every open co-cover of

Y has a countable open co-subcover [4]. Thus it suffices to consider countable

open co-covers when we try to determine whether a subset of the real line is a

y-set or y'-set. In fact, it suffices to consider countable open co-covers consisting

of elements from a given base when working with a subset of the line.

Definition 3.3. The finite-open game is played on a subset Y of fH by two

players, the finite set picker (F) and the open set picker (O). At the «th

stage, F chooses a finite subset F„ of Y and O chooses an open subset On

of Y such that Fn C 0„ . The finite set picker (F) wins if and only if the
collection {On: n < co} is an eventual cover of Y. Otherwise O wins.

Theorem 3.4. For Y C 9t, the following are equivalent:

(a) Y is a y-set.
(b) Y is a y'-set.
(c) The open set picker (O) has no winning strategy in the finite-open game

on Y.

Remark. The direction (a) =>• (b) was shown in [4]. The authors in that refer-

ence claimed that (a) <=>• (c) whose proof is similar to the proof of a theorem
by Sharma. Even though Sharma's theorem was stated in [4], for the sake of

completeness we give the proof for (b) => (c) and (c) =>■ (a).

Proof, (b) =>• (c) Let x be a strategy for the open set picker (O) in the finite-

open game on Y. We will show that x is not a winning strategy. First, we

choose an open subset Ua for each tuple of integers a such that for each tuple

of integers o = ('(0), ... , i(n)), the collection 36a = {C/,(0).i{n),j' J < w} is

an open co-cover of Y.

To start off, let {U„: n < co} be an co-subcover of {x(F): F c Y is finite}.

For each tuple of integers a = (i(0), ... , i(n)), suppose that, for each j < n,

Uno),..., uj) is chosen and let Fq, F\, ... , F„ CY be finite such that

x(F0, ... , Fj) = Um,...,hj)   for each j < n.

Then let 3°a — [UH0),...,Hn),j- J < <*>} be an co-subcover of {x(Fo, ..., F„,

F): F C Y is finite}. Since there are only countably many 3°a 's along with the

collection { Un: n < co} , by (b) we choose one open set from each such co-cover

of Y and the open sets, denoted by {V„: n < co} where Vo = C/,(o), form an
eventual cover of Y . We can retrieve a play of the finite-open game (in which

the open set picker uses t) by doing the following inductively:

Let F0 C Y be finite such that x(F0) = C/,(o) = V0 and such that ^(,-(0))
is an co-subcover of {x(Fo, F): F C Y is finite}. Let Vtl\) be the open set

chosen from 3B^(o)), and let £/,-(0),/(i) = Vt(X). Let Fx C Y be finite such
that x(F0,Fx) = t/,(o),,(i) = Vt(X) and such that 3B^(o),i{i)) is an co-subcover

of {x(F0, Fx, F): F c Y is finite}. Continue this process inductively and the

play of the finite-open game we obtain is one in which the open set picker loses,

since {V„: n £ S} for any infinite S c co is an eventual cover of Y.

(c) => (a) Suppose Y is not a y-set. Let ^ be a countable open co-cover of

Y that has no eventual subcover. Then the open set picker would win if he/she

chooses open sets from %.
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4. The main theorem

Main theorem. Let X c 2W. The following are equivalent.

(1) Ck(Tl) X) is a Baire space.
(2) The space Tu X has the moving off property (MOP).

(3) X is a y-set.
(4) A is a y'-set.
(5) The open set picker (O) has no winning strategy in the finite-open game

played on X.
(6) Ck(Tl)X) is of second category.

We need some definitions and lemmas before proving the main theorem.

Definition 4.1. A 7t-base for a space Y is a collection 38 of nonempty open

subsets of Y such that each nonempty open subset of Y contains some member

of 38 as a subset.

We consider the following two n-bases for Ck(T li X) where A c 2W . Let

38x be the collection of all nonempty basic open subsets of Ck(Tu X) of the
form

S=(   f| l{t},Ct])n(f)[[x\n + l,x],Dx]\
\t€T{n) J        \x€F J

where F C X is finite, Ct and Dx are open intervals of 3?, and T(n) =
I I       2m

Furthermore, let 382 be the collection of all sets in 38x such that if S £ 382

and S is of the same form as above, then the elements x\n + I, where x e F,

are all distinct. We have the following lemmas. The first one is stated without
proof.

Lemma 4.2. Let X c 2W. For each compact subset Y of Tu X, there is an
integer n and there is a finite set F c A such that

Fc T(n)U I \J[x\n+l,x]) .
\x€F J

Denote the above set on the right of the set inclusion by JP(n , F).

Lemma 4.3. The collection 382 is a it-base for Ck(Tl) X). Hence, so is 38x.

Proof. Let V = C\i<m[Ki > Ut] / 0 be a basic open subset of Ck(TuX).

Since A = \Ji<mKi is compact in TU A, by Lemma 4.2 there is an integer

n and there is a finite set F c A such that A c X(n, F). We can assume

that x\n + 1, x £ F , are all distinct. Also assume that if [x\n + 1, x] nK, ^ 0

where x £ F, then x £ Kt. Fix / £ f|Km[A,, [/,-].

For each x £ F, let Dx = f){Ut: A, n~[x\n + 1, x] ^ 0} . For each t £ T(n),
if t £ Kj for some i, let Ct = f){Uj: t £ Kj} . If Ms not in A, for any i,

then let C, be the interval (f(t) - \ , f(t) + \).  Let S = f)t€nn)[{t}, Ct] n

fW-[W"+!,*],£*]•
We claim that S ^ 0 and S c V . To see the first claim, we define h £ S.

Let h\T(n) = f\T(n). Then for each t £ T(n), h(t) £ C,. For each x £ F
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let h\[x\n + 1, x] be constant where the constant value is in Dx . Define h to

be 0 on all other points. Then h is continuous and h £ S. To see the second

claim, let g £ S. Fix i < n and fix t £ A,. If t £ T(n), then g(t) £ C, C fi,.
If t £ [x\n +l,x] for some x £ F, then g(t) £ Dx C Ut. Thus g(Kt) C Ut
and the claim holds. We have shown that 382 is a 7t-base for Ck(T U A).

Remark. The Banach-Mazur game on Ck(T U X), where the empty set (E)

chooses open sets from 382 and the nonempty set (NE) chooses open sets from

38x , is equivalent to the Banach-Mazur game, where there is no requirement of

what n-bases the open sets come from, in the sense that a player has a winning

strategy in one game if and only if the same player has a winning strategy in

the other game. So we assume that E chooses open sets from 382 and NE

chooses open sets from 38x in the proof (5) => (6) in the main theorem.

The assumption about the tt-bases will facilitate a construction in the proof of

(5)^(6).

Proof of the main theorem.  (1) => (2) See Theorem 2.2.

(3) => (4), (4) => (5) See Theorem 3.4.
(6) => (1) It is known [10] that any homogeneous space of second category

is a Baire space. Since Ck(Y) is always a homogeneous space [11], (6) => (1)

holds.
The remaining parts to be shown are (2) => (3) and (5) => (6).

(2) => (3) By a remark in §3, it suffices to consider countable open co-covers

consisting of elements from a given base. We use the base for A c 2W consisting

of sets of the form

W(B) = {x £ X: x\n £ B}   where B C 2" for some n.

Let {V„: n < co} be an open co-cover of A such that each V„ = W(An)

for some A„ c 2m(n) (assume A„ ^ 2m(")). For each n < co and for each

h > m(n), define

A„,h = {/e2*:/D| for some g £ An}.

Then we claim that S = {2h - Any. n < co, h > m(n)} forms a moving-off

collection for T U A. To see this, let Y C T U A be compact. By Lemma 4.2,
for some integer k and some finite set F C A, we have Y C3?(k, F). First,

F CVn for some n < co. Let h > max(m(n), k + 1). We know that, for each

x £ F, x\m(n) £ A„ , hence x\h £ Ann . Each [x\k + 1, x] n 2h has only one

point (namely, x\h). Hence, for each x £ F, (2h - Ann) n [x\k + I, x] = 0

since x\h £ Anh . On the other hand, (2h - An<n) n T(k) = 0 since h > k.

Thus (2h-Anjl)C\%'(k, F) = 0, and we show that S is a moving-off collection.

By (2) we have an infinite collection {Wn: n < co} c S that has a discrete

open expansion. In particular, this means that for each x £ X the branch for

x in the Cantor tree misses Wn eventually, i.e., for all but finitely many n(*).

For each n < co, we know Wn = 2h(n"> -AtMyh(n) for some t(n) < co and for

some h(n) > m(t(n)), and we let Un = ^(n) (note that Vt(n) — W(An„))). We

claim for each x £ X, x £ U„ eventually. By knowing (*) above, we see that

the branch for x meets A,^) eventually and hence belongs to V,{„) eventually

for each x £ X.
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(5) => (6) Let A c 2W. Define [X]<w = {F c A: F is finite} and define
the functions

J^:38x^co,        &~:38x -+[X]<W,

and W(t, S) and 3t(x,S) by letting, for each

S=   f][{t},Ct]nf][[x\n + l,x],Dx]£38x,
t€T{n) X€F

JV(S) = n , 9~(S) = F, and, for each t £ T(n) and for each x£F ,W(t,S) =

Ct and 3(x, S) = Dx .
By the remark in §2 about the game characterization for second category, it

suffices to show that the empty set player has no winning strategy in the game

BM(Q(ruJ)) with NE making the first move. Let ct be a strategy for E and

we show ct is not a winning strategy. Before we do so, we define the following:

(i) a function A(V0, ... , V„),
(ii) a counterstrategy x for NE,

(iii) a strategy 6 for the open set picker in the finite-open game on A.

(i) For each partial play of the Banach-Mazur game on Ck(T U A), V0,

Ux, V\,..., U„, Vn, Un+X, where for each i with I < i < n + I, U,■ =

o(Vo, ... , Vi-\), we define

A(Vo, ... , Vn) = {f £ 2b: f = x\b for some x £ ^(Vn)}

where b - 1 = yV(Un+x).

(ii) We define x that depends on E's last move and a finite subset of A.

Suppose that Un+X is the empty set's last move and F C A is finite.

Consider n = jV(Uh+x) and G = Sf~(Un+x). We define NE's next move
x(Un+x, F) = Vh+X . For a technical reason which will make a subsequent

construction tidier, we would like the empty set's response to Vh+X, Un+2 —

a(Vo, ... , Vh+X), to satisfy n = ./f (FA+1) < J^(Uh+2). To this end we take the
following step:

Choose p and q (with p ^ q) such that p\n + 1 = q\n + 1, and let G(l) —
G U F U {p, q} . We now define x(Un+x, F) = Vn+X of the form

Vh+i=   fi K0.C«]n   fi [[x\n+l,x],Dx]
teT(n) xeG{l)

by the steps (A)-(D).

(A) For each t £ T(n), let length(C) < 2-</,+1> and CL(C,) C W(t, Uh+X).
Note that CL is the closure operator.

(B) For each x £ G, let length^) < 2~(h+V and CL(Dx)c3?(x, Uh+X).
(C) For each y e G(l) - G such that [y\n + l,y]f\ [x\n + 1, x] # 0 for

some x £ G, let Dy = Dx .
(D) For each y £G(l)-G such that [y\n +l,y]n [x\n + 1, jc] = 0 for all

x £ G, let Dy = (-2-(',+1), 2-0'+1>).

Note that it is easy to verify that Vh+X ^ 0.
(iii) We now define a strategy 6 for the open set picker. To start off, let

F0 c A be finite and F0 = flxec?^*, (-j, j)] where Bx = {x\n: n < co} U {x}

for x£G = F0. Let Ux = ct(F0) and define ^(.Fo) = W(A(V0)) (see the proof
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Table 1

~F NE e o

F0 V0 Ux 9{F0) = Oo

F,     Vx = l{Ux,Fx) U2 = o{V0,Vl) e(F0,Fl) = Ox = W{A{V0,Vx))

Fk    Vk=r{Uk,Fk)    Uk+i=o(V0,...,Vk)    d{F0,...,Fk) = Ok = W(A{VQ,...,Vk))

for (2) =>■ (3) for the notation W). The remaining definition of 6 is in Table
1.

We are now back to the task of showing ct is not a winning strategy for

empty set player (E) in the game BM(Ck(T U A)). By (5) the strategy 6 we
just defined is not winning for O. Hence there is a play of the finite-open game
with O using the strategy 6 that defeats O. We use the table in (iii) to denote

this play of the finite-open game and claim that the play of the Banach-Mazur

game, in which E makes his/her moves by the strategy ct that is exhibited in the

same table, is one that defeats E. To this end we define a continuous function

H: T U A -» R such that H £ C]j<0) Vj .

Note. For each x £ X, there is some k < co such that x £ Oj for all j >

k. For each n let A„ = A(V0, ... , Vn) and note that On = W(An). From

definition (i) we see that An C 2m("> where m(n) - 1 = jV(Un+x). Then, if

x £ On, x\m(n) £ An . Also, {m(n)}„<(1) is an increasing sequence of integers

(see (ii)).

For each t £ T let //(f) be the number in the intersection of all open

intervals W(t, Vj) and W(t, Uj). We show that H: T -> R can be extended

to //: TUA-^R.
Let x £ X. There is some integer k such that x £ 0„ for all n > k.

Let a„ = x\m(n) for each n > k. Since a„ £ An for each n > k, we have

an = xn\m(n) for some xn £ SF(Vn). For each n > k , let Dn = 3(xn , V„),

E„ — S8(xn, t/„+i), and we know that length(Z)„) < 2~". It is clear that

En Q L>„ since Un+X C V„ . We claim the following:

Claim 1. For each n > k, CL(Dn+x) c En c D„ .

Proof. We know that a„ - x„\m(n), an+x = xn+x\m(n + 1), and an C a„+x.

Thus, we have x„\m(n) C xn+x\m(n+ 1), which implies x„\m(n) = xn+x\m(n).

In showing CL(D„+i) C En we consider two cases:

Case 1. x„+x £ ^r(Un+x). We know x„ £ 3r(Un+x). Since Un+X £ 382,

the elements y\m(n), y £ &~(Un+x), are all distinct. If x„+x ^ x„, then

x„\m(n) ^ xn+x\m(n) (which is not true). Thus xn+x = x„ and 2(xn, Vn+X)

= 3(xn+\, Vn+X) = Dn+X . In defining Vn+X (in condition (B) of definition

(ii)), for each y £ ?F(Un+x), CL(2!(y, Vn+X)) was chosen to be a subset of

31 (y, U„+x). Thus CL(3(x„ , Vn+X)) C 3(xn , Un+X), and this set-inclusion is

the desired one: CL(Dn+x) C En .

Case 2. xn+x i ^(U„+x). We have x„ £ SF(Un+x) and x„+x £ 3r(VnJrX) -

3r(Un+x). Since x„\m(n) = xn+x\m(n), [x„\m(n), x„] n [xn+x\m(n), xn+x] ^

0. So Dn+X is chosen to be the same as 3(xn, Vn+X) (see condition (C) in

definition (ii)). Furthermore, CL(3(xn , Vn+X)) C 3(x„, Un+X) = E„ .
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Claim 2. For each n > k, H([an, an+x)) C Dn+X where [a„, an+x) = {t £

T:anCtC an+x and t ^ an+x} .

Proof. Note that J^(Vn+x) = J^(Un+x) = m(n) - 1 and J^(Un+2) =
m(n + 1) - 1, and in definition (ii) we designed m(n) < m(n + 1). Fur-

thermore, an = xn\m(n) and a„+x = xn+x\m(n + 1). For each t £ [an , an+x),

t £ T(Jf(Un+2)) and &(t, Un+2) C Dn+X since Un+2 C Kn+, . //(?) 6 D„+1

since H(t) £ff(t, Un+2).

By Claims 1 and 2 it is now easy to see that {H(x\j)}j<0) is a convergent

sequence of numbers, and we let H(x) be the limit of the sequence. The

function H is continuous, and our task now is to show H £ f|_/<w Vj •

Remark. If x £ \}n<0i9~(V„), then the xn 's in the argument above are all x

and the H(x) just defined belongs to 3>(xn, Vn) = Dn for each n > k .

Finally we claim that H £ Vj for each j < co. Fix j and let n = jV(Vj)

and G = ^(Vf). For each t £ T(n), we know that H(t) £ &(t, Vj) because

H(t) is chosen to be in the intersection of all such intervals. For each x £ G,
we need to show

H([x\n+ l,x]) c3(x, Vj).

For each t £ [x\n +1, x), there is some i > j such that t £ T(JV(Ui)). Since

Ut C Vj, W(t, Ut) C 3(x, Vj). Hence //(0 £ 3(x, Vj) because //(?) £
W(t, Ut). Note that 3(x, Vq) c ^(jc, F-) for all q > j. By the remark
above, H(x) £ 3(x, Vq) for all q > k for some k. Thus we have H(x) £

3(x, Vj). So we have shown that for each t £ T(n), H(t) £ W(t, Vj), and,

for each x £ ^(Vf), H([x\n + 1, x\) C 3(x, Vj). This shows H £ Vj .

5. Examples

Example 5.1 (MA +-. CH). Under MA, every subset of the real line of
cardinality < continuum is a y-set [4]. Let A c 2W be uncountable with

|A| < continuum. By the main theorem Ck(T l) X) is a Baire space, while
T U A is not paracompact but normal [14, Example G'].

Example 5.2 (MA). There is a y-set of cardinality continuum under MA [3].

Let A c 2C0 be such a set. By the main theorem Ck(T\J X) is a Baire space.
Note that A is a closed discrete subset of T U A and that any separable space

with a closed discrete subset of cardinality continuum is not normal. It follows

that T U A is not normal.

Consider C, = {/e2ffl: /(0) = i}, A, c Q for / = 0, 1. Furthermore, for

each i = 0, 1, consider

Yt = {f£2": for some g£Xt, f(n) = g(n+l) for all n < co}.

Note that each Y, is homeomorphic to A,. It is easy to see that

ru(AouA1)^{0}e(ruyo)e(rur1).

Furthermore, it is known [12] that Q(0ae5 Xa) = Yla€SCk(Xa). Thus we
have

(tt) Ck(T U A0 U AO S R x Ck(T U Y0) x Ck(T U Yx).

Example 5.3. Todorcevic (quoted in [2, 3]) proved that, in some models of set

theory, there are subsets A0 and Xx of the line that are y-sets, but A0 U Xx
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is not a y-set. Consider two such sets and their homeomorphic copies in Co

and Cx respectively. Say A0 c Co and Xx C Cx. We have (tt). Note that the
left-hand side of (tt) is not a Baire space. The product of two Baire spaces is a

Baire space if one of them is weakly a-favorable [7, Theorem 5.1]. Thus RxZ

is a Baire space whenever Z is Baire, and it follows that Ck (Tu Y0) x Ck(Tu Yx)

is not a Baire space while both Ck(Tu Y0) and Ck(Tu Yx) are Baire spaces.
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